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Phone: 7314213834

Taraz Fashions  feature a wide range of exciting & exotic women fashion wear in regular &
extra large sizes. Besides, Salwar Suits, Churidars and embroidered Sarees, there's an ethnic
as well as an Indo-Western range for women. We aspire to supply the very latest & trendy
outfits at most competitive wholesale prices. We entertain all bulk wholesale enquiries air/ &
sea shipments & also dispatch smaller lots through express courier door-to-door delivery.   Our
Quality Standards

We do not compromise on quality at any stage and strive for consistent quality always, which
has been the hallmark of our success. Our elite range of products is in tune with the
international trends focusing on intricate details, contemporary designs and scheduled
deliveries.    We specialize in women's wear fasinable designer products like   Designer Salwar
Suits we are engaged in offering our clients with an exclusive and enticing array of Designer
Salwar Suits. Our range showcases the perfect blend of traditional and contemporary fashion
of Designer Salwar Suits.

Embroidered Designer Salwar Suits engaged in manufacturing and supplying of a wide range
of Embroidered Designer Salwar Suits. These Embroidered Designer salwar suits present a
perfect blend of style and comfort

Fancy Designer Salwar Suits Offering Indian ladies  designer salwars suits collection in
different fabrics, textures, styles cuts.

Leggings For Women : Finding a good pair of leggings for women can be somewhat difficult if
you don’t know exactly where to look and what to look out for. At Taraz Fashion you in finding
and purchasing the perfect pair of leggings.

Churidar salwar  Churidar salwar kameez come in the exotic range, with unique designs and
patterns. Designers put their strenuous efforts in the designing of this beautiful attire as fashion
doesn't have any fixed shelf life. They give the treatment of intricate work of zardosi,
embellished stone work, sequins, shells, mirror work, embroidered etc. Chikankari, Zardosi,
Bandhej, and Phulkari, beaded sequins, mirror work and block cum handprints are all time
favorites among the ladies.    We also specialize in Anarkali Salwar Suits, Bollywood Salwar
Kameez,Churidar Salwar Suits,Cotton Salwar Kameez,Designer Salwar Suits,Indo Western
Salwar Suits,Patiala Shalwar Kameez,Salwar Suits
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